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(U-17 thru) U-18 Coaching Guidelines, Aurora Arsenal 

Age group Objective(s): Improve tactical understanding of the game and decision making within the game in order to win the game.  
Specialize in one or possibly two positions.  Refine understanding of interconnectedness of both the lines of the team and the positions 
within the team’s system of play – and be capable of performing individual roles in movements coordinated for all 11 players 
simultaneously to implement tactical action on opponent.   Develop an understanding of team formations and systems of play.  
Develop the ability to analyze an opponent in the run of play and make decisions according to that analysis.  Develop game 
management and gamesmanship at an appropriate level.  Develop a strong sense of professionalism and ownership of each player’s 
game and accountability for the decisions each player makes on and off the field that impacts the player’s game.    

Key Logistical Concerns. The appropriate ball is Size 5; the numbers in competitive activities maxes out at 11v11.  Practices should 
run 90 minutes. 

Realities for Players at Age Group. These are now senior players ready, in theory, for the adult game.  From a technical perspective, 
these players are largely the players they are going to be for the remainder of their careers.  Skill repetition is still important for 
sharpness, but the majority of their improvement will now take place on the physical side (fitness) and the tactical side (understanding 
and decision making).  In order to continue to progress, the player must now embrace the discipline that it takes to workout 
individually.  He or she must also be willing to take on the more studious aspects of learning strengths and weaknesses of formations, 
how one stacks up against another, and how he or she can perform within that context in order to win the game by making appropriate 
decisions.  It is now appropriate for accountability to extend to performance as well as effort. 

Thoughts on Coaching During Practice. Punctuality and professionalism matter at any level of the game and will have a profound 
effect on how your players go about their business at practice. Your job is to strike the right balance between keeping it professional 
and keeping it fun.  Practices should generally consist of 3 or 4 segments, or progressions.  They should move from simple to 
complex, and they should all fall within one overarching theme, or topic, that you are trying to train that day.  Do not jump from topic 
to topic in the same training session. 

Example: If you’d like to work on defending in the top third of the field next practice, your first progression might be 1v1 match-ups, 
emphasizing individual defensive considerations. Your second progression might deal with small group numbers (i.e. 4v4) and getting 
players to hunt in packs to win the ball back, emphasizing the cues to move together toward the ball.  Your third progression might be 
a half-field game with one team’s forwards and midfielders playing against the other team’s goalkeeper, defenders, and midfielders, 
emphasizing how the midfield and forward lines keep their spacing even as they pursue the ball in the top third.  Your fourth and final 
progression might be an 8v8 game + goalkeepers played to two goals on a ¾ length field, during which you now look to coach the 
front part of the teams to defend in the top third.   

All of your practices should address problem solving, and most of them should do so in the context of big numbers.  i.e. in keeping 
with the example above: how can your front three, attacking midfielders, and outside backs win the ball in the top third when your 
opponent has full possession of the ball in the back – without getting exposed over the top for a breakaway? 

Keep in mind that the more complex the topic, the more practices it will take to see improvement.  Do not be afraid to repeat the exact 
same practice 2 or even 3 times for the sake of making progress with the players.  

It is also appropriate to train for common scenarios in the game that ask for a coordinated tactical adjustment from the team.  i.e. What 
changes will we make when we need to protect a lead in the last 15 minutes of a game?  Or, what adjustments will we make when we 
need to take more risk to chase a goal in the final 15 minutes of a game?  

You want the work you do during practice, week in and week out, to prepare the players to be able to recognize, during the flow of a 
competitive match, the questions that the game is asking them and respond with the appropriate action / adjustment on the fly.   

Thoughts on Coaching During Games.  We’ve now arrived at the age where the primary objective is to win the game.  Playing time 
should be earned in a competitive environment within the team, all while maintaining the focus that this is one of the final pieces of 
the players’ development.  At our level, most of the players should make it into each game, but their time should reflect their 
performance in practice and in recent games.  The coach should be relatively quiet on the sidelines, as it is critical to assess the 
players’ ability to make their own decisions in real time.  The coach takes on a more active role before the game, in making the game 
plan clear to the team and at halftime, in making adjustments to the team according to the challenges the opponent is posing. 

Be respectful of the referee, keeping all disputes at a discussion level and avoiding embarrassing him or her publically by shouting 
across the field.  Empower your players to do the same.  Always emphasize sportsmanship.  Always remember to have fun! 


